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F
ree-viewpoint television (FTV) is an innovative visual 

media that enables us to view a three-dimensional 

(3-D) scene by freely changing our viewpoints. We 

proposed the concept of FTV and constructed the 

world’s first real-time system including the complete 

chain of operation from image capture to display. We also car-

ried out the FTV on a single personal computer (PC) and a 

mobile player. FTV is based on the ray-space method that repre-

sents one ray in real space with one point in the ray-space. We 

have developed several types of ray capture systems and inter-

faces such as a 360° capture/ray-reproducing display. FTV is 

regarded as the ultimate 3DTV, since it can generate infinite 

number of views. Thus, FTV is the key to immersive communi-

cation. Regarding FTV as the most challenging 3-D media, the 

Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has been conducting its 

international standardization activities. This article reviews FTV 

and its related technologies.

INTRODUCTION

Television realized the human dream of seeing a distant world 

in real time. However, current TV provides us only a single view 

of a 3-D world and users cannot control their viewpoint. This is 

quite different from what we experience in the real world. 3DTV 

has more views. It gives us depth feeling. Although stereoscopic 

3DTV has only two views, autostereoscopic 3DTV has three or 

more views and realizes motion parallax. However, the viewing 

zone of autostereoscopic 3DTV is very limited. A multiview sys-

tem sets many cameras in a large 3-D space and displays cap-

tured views by switching them. It realizes motion parallax with  

a large viewing zone. However, the number of viewpoints is 

fixed in the multiview system. In all visual systems explained 

above, users cannot set their viewpoints freely. If we can move 

our viewpoints freely in the 3-D space, it would greatly contrib-

ute to immersive communication. In the field of computer 
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graphics, we have the model of 3-D scene and can generate 

 free-viewpoint images easily in a virtual world. However, 

 free-viewpoint image generation in a real world is very difficult. 

We challenged it and succeeded to realize FTV [1]–[3]. FTV 

enables us to view a 3-D scene by freely changing the viewpoint. 

We have proposed the concept of FTV and constructed the 

world’s first real-time system [3] including the complete chain 

of operation from image capture to display. FTV is the ultimate 

3DTV since it can generate infinite number of views, thus, FTV 

is the key to immersive communication. 

To realize FTV, the following problems should be solved:

n Representation: We have to describe all views at any view-

point in 3-D space efficiently. Suitable data representation dif-

fers in various multiview/free-viewpoint systems. 

n Capturing: Many cameras are used to capture 3-D scene. 

We need to treat cameras with different characteristics as if 

they were a single camera.
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 n Rendering: We can capture only finite number of views. 

Then, we have to generate free viewpoint image using the 

limited number of views.

 n User Interface: FTV can gen-

erate infinite number of views; 

however human eyes can only 

see one to two views. Thus, user 

interface is needed to adapt FTV 

output to human eyes.

 n Coding: The captured data of 

FTV is huge. Therefore, an efficient compression scheme 

should be developed. 

DATA REPRESENTATION 

OF A 3-D SCENE 

There are various ways of data representations of 3-D scene. 

They are discussed in the view-geometry domain as shown in 

Figure 1. In the figure, the horizontal axis denotes the number 

of views “N,” where views are images captured by a multicam-

era system from a 3-D scene. The vertical axis denotes the 

number of depths “M,” where depth means depth map. A depth 

map is an image in which the intensity of each pixel repre-

sents distance between the optical center of a camera and the 

surface of an object in 3-D scene. Depth corresponds to the 

geometrical information. Many depths can be represented in 

different form, e.g., a 3-D model. A camera position has view 

and/or depth. It means number of views and depths can be dif-

ferent in a multicamera setting. When M 5 N, all camera posi-

tions have a view and a depth. However, if N > M, there are 

some camera positions that have view, but no depth. On the 

other hand, for M > N, there are some camera positions that 

have depth, but no view. A general form of view-geometry rep-

resentation is multiview plus multidepth (N View + M Depth) 

that covers all other presenta-

tions. Details about different rep-

resentations will be given as 

follows.

Representations with no geo-

metrical information are as 

 follows. The conventional two-

dimensional (2-D) TV (2DTV) 

 system is achieved by a single view image. Representation with 

more view than one view is multiview representation. If the 

number of views is very large, multiview representation is 

equivalent to ray-space [4]–[6], which will be explained in the 

next section. 

Representations in the following are for the case of having 

only one view with variable geometrical information. Using one 

view plus one depth representation we can achieve a free- 

viewpoint image generation in a narrow range. By adding more 

geometrical information or having multidepth, we can repre-

sent the free-viewpoint system as one view plus multidepth, 

such as layered-depth images (LDI) [7]. LDI contains more geo-

metrical information, so that it can provide wider range of 

 free-viewpoint. With all geometrical information or a 3-D model 

of the scene, we have a 3-D model plus texture representation 

that can provide a wide range of free-viewpoint.

Remaining representations are as follows. Surface light 

field [8] contains less geometrical information in comparison 

with the 3-D model, while several views are required for this 

representation. This representation can provide wide range of 

free-viewpoint images. Another representation is (N View + N 

Depth) that is considered by MPEG. It 

covers a large area of the view-geometry 

representation. Based on this represen-

tation, we also proposed the FTV Data 

Unit (FDU) [9], which has a compact 

structure for efficient representation of 

(N View + N Depth). FDU consists of 

view, depth, additional information for 

right view synthesis, and additional 

information for left view synthesis. 

In [10], various 3-D scene representa-

tions are surveyed in one dimension, in 

which the more geometrical information 

 corresponds to the less number of view 

and vice versa. As shown in Figure 1, it is 

along the axis connecting the upper-left 

point, i.e., 3-D model/texture, to the far 

right-bottom point, i.e.,  ray-space. 

Different representations in Figure 1 

can be grouped into feasible applications. 

The region bounded with a red dashed 

line is feasible for FTV implementation. A 

dashed black line is the area where the 

3DTV is feasible. We realized FTV using 
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[FIG1] View-geometry representation.
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 multiview representation when the views are sufficiently dense. 

Since the multiview representation is located in the dashed 

black line, we obtained depth 

information from multiview 

images to realize FTV.

RAY-SPACE 

REPRESENTATION

Ray-space [4]–[6] was proposed 

to describe rays in a 3-D space. It can be a common data for-

mat for 3-D visual communication. We developed FTV based 

on the ray-space representation. In ray-space representation, 

one ray in the 3-D real space is represented by one point in the 

ray-space. The ray-space is a virtual space. However, it is 

directly connected to the real space. The ray-space is easily 

generated by collecting multiview images while giving consid-

eration to the camera parameters. 

Let (x, y, z) be three space coordinates, and (u, w), 

where 2p/2 # u # p/2, 2p/2 # w # p/2, be the parame-

ters of direction as shown in Figure 2(a) for the orthogonal 

ray-space. These ray parameters construct a five-dimensional 

(5-D) ray-space (x, y, z, u, w) of multiview images. We 

define a function f(x, y, z, u, w) whose value corresponds 

to a intensity of a ray. Although the 5-D ray-space men-

tioned above includes all information viewed from any 

viewpoint, it is highly redun-

dant due to the straight trav-

eling paths of the rays. Thus, 

when we treat  rays  that 

arrive at a reference plane, 

we can reduce the dimension 

of the parameter space to 

four-dimensions. We call this ray-parameter space the 

“ray-space.”  

Although the parameterization is simple in orthogonal ray-

space, this parameterization cannot represent all rays; for exam-

ple, rays parallel to plane z 5 0 (w 5p/2). Thus, spherical 

ray-space shall be defined as shown in Figure 2(c). Given a plane 

with the normal vector in the direction of (u, w) where 2p # u 

# p, 2p/2 # w # p/2, and coordinate of 1j,h 2 , the ray emit-

ting from the surface of an object perpendicular to the plane at 

intersection of 1j,h 2  is defined by f 1j,h,u,w 2 . 

The following explains how ray-space is captured, construct-

ed, and how free-viewpoint images are generated. For w 5 0, 

the orthogonal and the spherical ray-spaces can be captured by 

using linear and circular camera arrangements, respectively. 
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Ray-space is constructed by 

transforming  captured images 

by cameras in the real world 

into ray-space domain, in 

which transformed images are 

aligned in parallel. The image 

planes in the orthogonal ray-space are flat planes whereas they 

are a sine-shaped plane in the spherical ray-space. Figure 2(b) 

depicts examples of the constructed  ray-space for the orthogo-

nal ray-space and spherical ray-space when w 5 0. Constructed 

ray-space can be used for free- viewpoint image generation. 

Given the location of virtual viewpoint, a free-viewpoint image 

can be generated by cutting the ray-space vertically. As illustrat-

ed in Figure 2(d), in the orthogonal ray-space, the vertical 

cross-section is a flat plane whereas in spherical ray-space, it is 

a sine-shaped plane. If the captured images are not dense 

enough for free-viewpoint image generation, ray-space interpo-

lation should be performed to obtain a large number of views. 

In this process, virtual views are placed between real camera 

views as if the camera arrangement is very dense. 

After ray-space, light field rendering [11] and concentric 

mosaic [12] were proposed. Light field and concentric mosa-

ic represent rays captured by using linear and circular cam-

era arrangements, respectively. Light field is the same as 

orthogonal ray-space, and concentric mosaic is the same as 

spherical ray-space. The set of rays in a light field can 

be represented using two-plane parameterization (u, v) and 

(s, t). Similarly, orthogonal ray-space is also represented 

with four parameters (x, y) and (u, w) in which u 5 x, v 5 y, 

s 5 x+f tanu, and t 5 y 1 f tanw/cosu. Concentric mosaics 

index all input image rays with three parameters: radius r, 

 rotation angle u, and vertical elevation h. If unfolded con-

centric mosaic 1CMi 2  images 

are aligned in parallel, they 

are equivalent to spherical 

ray-space for circular config-

uration 1w 5 0 2 ,  in which

j 5 r, h 5 h, u 5 u . Figure 3 

illustrates how the ray-space method includes both the light 

field and concentric mosaic.

THE FTV SYSTEM

The FTV system contains capturing, correction, rendering, user 

interface, and coding components. The ray-space interpolation 

described in the section “Ray-Space Representation” consists of 

depth estimation and interpolation units. Depth estimation is 

used to find lines in ray-space, while interpolation is used to 

generate the intensity values along the line. Figure 4 shows 

three FTV system architectures, based on the location of depth 

estimation and interpolation.

 n Case A: Both depth estimation and interpolation units 

are at the receiver. Multiview images are sent to the receiv-

er. Rendering that includes depth estimation and interpola-

tion is performed for the desired virtual viewpoint. Due to 

high computational cost of depth estimation process, this 

case requires high processing power at the receiver. Based 

on this architecture, we developed a real-time FTV system 

using a PC cluster [3], [13], [14], since Case A is the 

straightforward architecture for rendering free-viewpoint 

images. Currently, we can generate free-viewpoint images 

in real time on a single PC or a mobile player. Coding in 

this architecture is Multiview Video Coding (MVC). MVC 

was standardized by MPEG and will be explained briefly in 

the section “International Standardization of FTV.” 
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 n Case B: Depth estimation 

is performed at the sender 

whereas interpolation is 

performed at the receiver. 

Corresponding depth is esti-

mated for each view images at the sender, independent of 

the desired viewpoint. Multiview + depth are sent to the 

receiver. In this case, rendering at the receiver is only view 

interpolation. However, the interpolation of Case B is 

different from that of Case A. Details will be explained in the 

section “Rendering.” This case has a light processing task at 

the receiver since the depth estimation that requires high 

processing power is performed at the sender side. 

 n Case C: Both depth estimation and interpolation are per-

formed at the sender. Ray-space is reconstructed at sender, 

and sent to the receiver. The rendering in this case is only to 

select pixels from the ray-space by the user interface. Since 

both depth estimation and interpolation are performed at the 

sender, the processing task is very high at the sender while it 

is very light at the receiver. Coding in this case is a 

challenging research issue since ray-space has a huge 

amount of data. 

CAPTURE

The following discusses our developed capturing systems, such 

as a multicamera system with different configurations, and a 

mirror-scan ray capturing system. 

We constructed a one-dimensional-arc capturing system 

for a real-time FTV system [13], [14]. It consists of 16 camer-

as, 16 clients, and one server. Each client has one camera 

and all clients are connected to the server with gigabit 

Ethernet. We further improved the system to capture a 3-D 

scene by 100 cameras. Figure 5(a) shows the “100-camera 

system” [15]. This system consists of one host-server PC and 

100 client PCs (called nodes) connected to each camera. The 

host PC generates a synchronization signal and distributes it 

to all of the nodes. This sys-

tem is capable of capturing 

not only high-resolution 

video with 30 frames/s, but 

also analog signals of up to 

96 kHz. The camera setting is flexible as shown in Figure 

6(a).  MPEG test  sequences “Rena,” “Pantomime,” 

“Champagne_tower,” “Dog,” “Kendo,” and “Balloons” were 

taken using the 100-camera system. Due to different charac-

teristic of cameras, geometrical and color correction should 

be performed after capturing. 

We have also developed a 360° mirror-scan ray capturing 

system [16] as shown in Figure 5(b). This system uses two 

parabolic mirrors. Incident rays that are parallel to the axis 

of a parabolic mirror gather at the focus of the parabolic mir-

ror. Hence, rays that come out of an object placed at the focus 

of the lower parabolic mirror will gather at the focus of the 

upper parabolic mirror. Then, the real image of the object is 

generated at the focus of the upper parabolic mirror. A rotat-

ing aslope mirror scans rays at the focus of the upper parabolic 

mirror. Finally, the image from the aslope mirror is captured 

by a high-speed camera. By using this system, we can capture 

all-around convergent views of an object. 

CORRECTION

In a multicamera system, the captured images contain the mis-

alignment and luminance differences of the cameras. In this 

process, camera calibration can be performed offline whereas 

the corrections can be performed in real time. 

For geometry correction, we have developed the cam-

era-calibration-based rectification method. Many geometry 

correction approaches have the limitation of number of views 

or cameras. Our geometry correction method is designed 

for a multicamera setup, where any number of cameras 

can be corrected together. The outline of our correction 

 method is as follows. First, a chessboard pattern is used as a 
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calibration rig, where corner 

points are detected and used 

for estimation of intrinsic, 

extrinsic, and lens distortion 

parameters. In this step, all 

cameras are calibrated [17] 

and lens distortions are removed. In Figure 6(a), detected 

corner points of the chessboard are shown with green dots. 

Second, using the initial position/orientation of actual 

cameras (i.e., shown in magenta) and position of corner dots, 

an ideal camera array (i.e., shown in magenta) is fitted by 

principal component analysis (PCA) as shown in Figure 6(a). 

Finally, we correct homographies by computing the rela-

tionship between ideal projection and a real captured image. 

Note that our geometry correction does not need camera in-

trinsic and extrinsic parameters. However, we can provide 

the camera parameters in complete form; unlike the non-

metric rectification methods that perform correction  after 

capturing without camera calibration.

For color correction, our method minimizes the total 

error from target color space. First, we obtained a color 

correspondence map by using a “Macbeth” color chart. To 

 obtain a matched color vector, 

we have to capture the color 

pattern at different exposure 

times. Then, we can obtain a 

color correction matrix that 

minimizes the error using 

iteration-based optimization. The iteration is stopped when 

the amount of error becomes small. Our approach keeps the 

consistency of color in all cameras. It is different from cor-

rection methods that mostly focus on the relationship be-

tween the nearest two cameras. In these methods, the color 

distance among neighborhood cameras stays sufficiently 

small. However, the distance between cameras at end-to-end 

might be large because errors at each camera are accumu-

lating. Figure 6(b) shows the result of geometry and color 

correction on a test sequence.

In the 360° mirror-scan ray capturing system, the cap-

tured images have distortion caused by the parabolic mirror 

optics and, rotation-distortion caused by the rotation of the 

aslope mirror. To compensate for these, simple 2-D image 

transformation should be done for each frame of the high-

speed camera. 
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[FIG5] Parts (a) and (b) show 100-camera and 360° mirror-scan ray capturing systems.
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RENDERING

We developed high-quality 

rendering using global optimi-

zation methods for depth 

estimation, such as loopy belief 

propagation [18] and multipass 

dynamic programming [19]. Within rendering, original images, 

which generally come from the left and right sides, are defined 

as the references to generate a  virtual view. Rendering in Case A 

[18]–[20], Case B [21]–[25], and Case C of FTV architecture in 

Figure 4 are different. 

In Case A, we have mutliview images as reference views 

at the receiver. Given a desired location of virtual viewpoint, 

two nearest reference views are determined. Then, stereo 

matching is performed to find the geometrically correspond-

ing locations in the reference views. It is the task of the depth 

estimation unit. Finally, found corresponding locations are 

interpolated to generate the image at the location of the 

 virtual viewpoint. 

In Case B, the synthesis framework uses multiview plus 

depth. The corresponding depth for each view is estimated at 

the sender. Given the desired virtual viewpoint, and the two 

nearest reference views plus depths, the virtual view is rendered 

by interpolating the warped reference views to the location of 

the virtual view using their depth maps. Occluded regions in 

one reference view are filled by the other reference view if they 

are visible there. Cracks, holes and remaining occluded regions 

that cannot be seen in both 

references are filled using the 

image processing method, such 

as filtering and inpainting. 

In Case C, rendering is ex-

tremely easy, and it is equiva-

lent to pixel selection of the ray-space, as shown in “Ray-Space 

Representation.” 

In all cases, the synthesized view contains artifacts if there 

is error in the depth estimation. Considering the fact that syn-

thesis artifacts can be measured at the location of the refer-

ence views, we can eliminate similar errors in the synthesized 

location. Based on this idea, we have developed two methods 

that can be applied during free-viewpoint rendering to sup-

press errors in occluded and nonoccluded regions.

The first method [23] estimates the residual errors at the 

virtual viewpoint and subtracts them from the synthesized 

view. The virtual image at one camera position is generated 

in the other camera position. The residual error between 

the original and generated view is used to estimate the re-

sidual errors in the position of the synthesized view. This 

method is effective for nonoccluded regions and improves 

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). In the second method 

[24], camera views are projected to each other and the dif-

ferences between original and generated views are obtained. 

They are used for a reliability check. Unreliable pixels from 

one camera view are replaced by the reliable pixels from the 
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: Before Correction
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[FIG6] Parts (a) and (b) show the correction of geometry and color in FTV.

FTV IS THE MOST ADVANCED VISUAL 
SYSTEM, AND IT WILL BRING AN 
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other camera view. This method is effective for occluded re-

gions and eliminates  artifacts. The combination of the two 

methods can provide improvement in comparison with the 

conventional method as shown in Figure 7 at both, elimi-

nating artifacts and improving PSNR, respectively. The 

combined method approaches the view synthesis as a re-

liable interpolation or energy optimization problem using 

graph cuts (GC) [25].

USER INTERFACE

To adapt FTV output to human vision, we have developed two 

types of user interface for FTV. Figure 8 shows the FTV on dif-

ferent platforms and user interfaces. 

The first type of user interface shows views only at the 

viewpoints given by the user. User’s viewpoint can be given 

using an eye/head-tracking system, a remote controller, or a 

touch panel. We realized this type of user interface on con-

ventional 2-D, stereoscopic, and autostereoscopic 3-D dis-

plays. For autostereoscopic 3-D displays, binocular parallax 

for the eyes are provided by the display while motion parallax 

is provided by head tracking and changing the image adap-

tively. Many head-tracking systems have been proposed using 

magnetic sensors, various optical markers, infrared cameras, 

and retroreflective light from retinas. Our head-tracking sys-

tem uses only a conventional 2-D camera and detects the po-

sition of a user’s head by image processing. The user does not 

need to attach any markers or sensors. In the user interface 

using a 2-D display, the location of the user’s head is detected 

with the head-tracking system and the corresponding view 

image is generated. 

The second type of user interface provides all views so that 

users can see any views by changing their locations in front of 

the interface. Seelinder [26] belongs to the second type. It is a 

360°, ray-producing display that allows multiple viewers to see 

3-D FTV images. 

INTERNATIONAL 

STANDARDIZATION OF FTV

Coding of FTV data is a challenging and important issue that 

has been focused on by MPEG. To achieve an efficient and stan-

dard method for coding of multiview images, MPEG started 

with the  standardization of FTV. The history of FTV standard-

ization in MPEG is shown in Figure 9. We proposed FTV to 

MPEG in December 2001. At the first stage, many 3-D topics 

were discussed. The discussion was converged on FTV in 

January 2004. MPEG regarded FTV as the most challenging 3-D 

system and started the standardization of the coding part of FTV 

as MVC (Multiview Video Coding) [27]. In multiview video data, 

there is correlation among views. This redundancy can be 

removed by interview predication. It can also be done by using 

motion compensation that is used in conventional video coding. 

MVC applies the motion compensation method in H.264/MPEG-

AVC to not only time but also view direction. MVC outperforms 

simulcast coding using H.264/MPEG-AVC by an average bitrate 

savings of 20–30%. 

To discuss other issues on FTV, such as data format and 

view generation, MPEG-FTV was established in April 2007. 

MPEG-FTV defined the FTV reference model, where mul-

tiview plus the depth format is adopted. In January 2008, 

MPEG-FTV targeted the standardization of 3-D Video (3DV). 

The view generation function of FTV is used to decouple cap-

ture and display in 3DTV. 3DV is the second phase of FTV. 

This activity of MPEG-FTV is the standardization of a coding 

method for the Case B architecture of FTV in Figure 4. 

It enables 3-D display adaptation with different types, 

 sizes, and viewing preferences, and supports  high-quality 
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[FIG7] Free-viewpoint image generation using two reference views and depth maps. 
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 autostereoscopic displays by  generation 

of many high-quality views from a lim-

ited amount of input data.

CONCLUSIONS

FTV is a ray-based system and contains 

advanced technologies of ray capture, 

processing, and display. Ray is the most 

essential element of visual systems. Thus, 

FTV is an innovative media that is 

 adapted to the human visual system with 

natural interface between humans and 

the environment. FTV allows one to view 

a 3-D world by freely changing the view-

point. It is the most advanced visual sys-

tem and will bring an epochal change in 

the history of television. 

FTV will find many applications in 

the fields of broadcast, communica-

tion, amusement, entertainment, advertising, exhibition, 

education, medicine, art, archives, security, and surveil-

lance. It has already been realized in real time, and now 

we can enjoy FTV on a PC or a portable player. The inter-

national standardization of FTV was conducted at MPEG 

and will be completed in the near future. Therefore, the 

introduction of FTV is not far if the standards of FTV are 

available and its contents are delivered over the Internet or 

with packaged media. 
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